Where Wellbeing & Learning Matter

IMPORTANT DATES
TO REMEMBER
TERM 4:
4 OCTOBER WED 15
DECEMBER
NOVEMBER:
Monday 1st Nov
Pupil Free Day
All Saints Day
Tuesday 2nd November
Melbourne Cup Day Holiday
All Souls Day
Wednesday, 3rd
ALL students
attend school!

Thursday, 11th
Celebration Italian Day

TERM 4, WEEK 4 - 29 OCTOBER 2021

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Our school is alive with the sounds of children this week.
Teachers were excited to be back and reconnect with their children. The
children’s faces said it all; with their smiles and eagerness to see their friends,
they soon overcame some of their return to school anxieties. Our students
have come back stronger, more passionate and ready to learn. There is
definitely a ‘great vibe’ around the school again and we are looking forward to
next Wednesday 3rd November when all of the students will be back together
full time.
This week once again saw our community hold their breath as we awaited
results from a suspected COVID case. Thankfully everyone tested Negative. It
highlights the importance of getting tested if you have the slightest symptoms.
Thank you to everyone for looking after one another and keeping our
community safe.

Lord, Bless our St Paul’s Community and wrap us with your Love and protection.
Today is World Teachers Day.
Thank you to all the children who
wrote special messages of
gratitude and appreciation to all
our teaching staff. Although not
all our staff are not onsite today
they
all
received
lovely
messages via email this morning.

Thank
you
for
your
guidance, patience and
kindness in these difficult
times. We appreciate all
your efforts in teaching our
kids and creating a positive
energy around them.
Happy Teachers Day!

Remembrance Day

Our teachers also received a very special gift.
(Thanks to Anica’s mum, Teresa! at Biscotti & Co
How lucky is St Paul’s to have AWESOME
TEACHERS.
Today is ‘Day for Daniel’, an important day to
raise awareness of child safety, protection
and harm prevention. Day for Daniel is
Australia's largest child safety awareness and education day. The
day is set aside to: raise awareness about child safety and protection
while promoting a safer community for children and honouring the
memory of Daniel Morcombe. ‘Day for Daniel’ is about educating children
through child safety and protection initiatives and helping empower
children to ‘Recognise, React and Report’ if they feel something is not
right. At St Paul’s children have participated in child safety activities to
help in ‘Keeping Kids Safe’.
MONDAY 1 NOVEMBER SCHOOL CLOSURE DAY
TUESDAY 2 NOVEMBER MELBOURNE CUP HOLIDAY
WEDNESDAY 3 NOVEMBER ALL YEAR LEVELS RETURN TO SCHOOL

To our children
celebrating next
week!

Ms Sharon (Staff) - 31st

Mark I - 2nd
Hamish S - 2nd
Ms Christine (staff) - 3rd
Sienna C - 4th
Mahmoud A - 5th
Mr Gareth (staff) - 5th
Moira W - 6th
Eloise C - 7th

May your day be filled with blessings of love, happiness and joy!

Quick Reminders:
No Hat! No Play!

Can’t find your hat? Order a new hat from Spartan
School World.

Order Uniforms:

Order your summer uniform from Spartan School
World
1800 815 557
onlineorders@spartanss.com.au
https://www.spartanschoolworld.com.au/collections/st-pauls

Year 6 School Uniform
●
●
●
●
●

Parents do not need to buy new uniforms if your child has
outgrown their Summer uniform
Year 6 Students can wear their Sports uniform.
Clothing your child wears needs to be as close to school
uniform colours and items as possible.
No branded clothing.
Black shoes must be worn (can be runners).

Second Hand Uniforms:
Please contact Anna at the front office for more
information.
Office@spcoburg.catholic.edu.au
IF HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL
MARILENA OR ANNA IN THE OFFICE

SPARTAN have set up a uniform in Lower Plenty for parents who wish to visit a store.
The details are:
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C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S !
Name
Ava B

For working hard during our writing sessions to create wonderful
sentences and illustrations. Fantastic work!

Prep F

For being resilient whilst learning online. You did it!

Massimo M

For being responsible by asking great questions in live learning.
Well done!
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Dylan F
Stanley Cai

Snr ML

Jase Rai

Prisha S
Snr MT

For being a respectful, kind and caring friend to others.
For being resilient by being so confident online and in the
classroom. Keep smiling!

Charlie S
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Awarded for...
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For being resilient by always being so positive and showing
kindness towards others. Keep smiling!
For being a resilient student, who has coped well with the
challenges of online learning and has returned to class showing a
positive mindset.
For always being punctual and prepared for online learning and
showing great enthusiasm for spelling!
For being responsible with our return to class and a wonderful
example of being present, centred and grounded.
For being responsible for his own learning and for being creative
when making things.
For being a responsible and respectful learner who is always
willing to help others and follows instructions carefully.
For being a responsible learner who always tries his best and
participates in online learning by asking questions and submitting
work on time.
For always being a hard worker with a positive attitude. Keep up
the awesome work!
For being responsible and showing resilience working online and
at school. Well done!
For confident and effective communication during our
writing and speech activities - it demonstrated a high
level of self-worth. Well done boys!
For considerate communication to peers and teachers whilst
online, it has been very respectful and noticeable.
For coming back to school with a positive attitude, readiness to
learn and continuing with exceptional respect for everyone.
For being a responsible and hard working online and onsite
learner throughout all the weeks of remote learning
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Sunday
31st
October
is
Grandparents’
Day!
We spent some time during our home learning writing
about why we love our grandparents and special friends
and making theme cards to celebrate!

On Friday 29th October we celebrated Day for Daniel.
We learnt all about safe and unsafe feelings, how our
body tells us that we are feeling unsafe and who we
can talk to if we feel are feeling that way.

During out first
live learning
lesson, the
Preps wore a
splash of red!

Today the students in Year 1 and 2 learnt about the
importance of having a safety network of trusted adults
they could go to if they were having unsafe feelings.
They identified the adults in their lives who were part of
their network and wrote their names on a hand outline.
Through watching a video, “Australia’s Biggest Child
Safety Lesson, the children learnt about the importance
of recognising bad feelings, reacting and reporting.

It was so GREAT to have Year 3/4’s back to school
this week, in real life. All teachers in our year level
were excited to see them. While the sun was
shining it was a great opportunity to enjoy some
well needed time to reconnect with one another.

In 3/4M we had fun decorating our mask boxes and playing some fun mask wearing
games. Overall, it was so wonderful to have the children back and enjoy hearing the
laughter and shared learning with one another in person.

DAY FOR DANIEL
To honour Daniel Morcombe’s memory, today the
Senior students created their own posters using

the “RECOGNISE, REACT, REPORT” slogan.

Italian Day 2021-Giornata Italiana a San Paolo

Italian Day 2021-Giornata Italiana a San Paolo
Celebriamo insieme la lingua e la cultura italiana.
Thursday 11th November Giovedi’ 11 Novembre

CELEBRATE THE DAY WITH A TOUCH OF ITALY!
Students can wear a touch of Italy with their
uniform! This may be ribbons in hair, an Italian hat
or t-shirt, an Italian soccer shirt, green, white
and red, streamers on wrists, an Italian scarf,
carry a small Italian flag, a badge or anything else
they have that has Italian flair!

Free pass to lunch of pasta and gelato!

ART IS BACK IN YEAR 3/4!!

The Year 3/4
students are
continuing to work
on their linear
perspective art
pieces, and they are
looking fantastic .
Well done !

Senior Coding Club
We are learning how to make our
own platformer games. A platformer
is a game using two-dimensional
graphics where characters jump or
climb between different platforms on
the screen. They are also known as
a side-scrolling game. The most
famous platformer is Super Mario
Bros. Last week the Senior Coding
Club designed the stage and
created basic movement and gravity
codes. This week we finessed this
code by creating our own blocks,
removing the glitches we had.

LI: We are learning to code a platformer game
SC: We will be successful when we can code
-gravity including falling off objects
-sprite can move
-ability to climb gentle slopes
-inability to climb steep slopes

Multiple platforms in one game.
AVOID THE LAVA!

Sprites moving across a platform

Movement code to allow the Sprite to
move but not able to walk up steep
slopes

Movement code

Gravity code

SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB
ISSUE 7 HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED TO STUDENTS
(OR CAN BE COLLECTED FROM YOUR TEACHER NEXT WEEK)
ONLINE ORDERS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY NOVEMBER 9TH!
THIS IS THE LAST BOOK CLUB FOR THIS YEAR.

Please contact
library@spcoburg.catholic.edu.au
If you have any queries about
Scholastic Book Club

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

